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Application Note:
Thyristor Applications in 2-Wheeler and 
All-Terrain Vehicles (ATVs)

Most engine-powered vehicles and equipment use an 
alternator (electrical generator) to convert the mechanical 
energy produced by the engine into electrical energy in the 
form of AC current. A rectifier then converts this AC current 
into a DC current suitable for recharging the battery or directly 
driving electrically powered components; in all-terrain vehicles, 
these components include accessories like head lamps and 
handle warmers. The system’s regulator prevents the battery 
from overcharging by limiting the current feed when the battery 
voltage exceeds a preset value. 
 
A 4-wheeler’s alternator consists of a field coil rotor and a stator 
coil. Regulation is handled by controlling the current feed to 
the field coil. A diode bridge, which is used for rectification, 
is placed inside the alternator housing. This type of alternator 
outputs DC current. A built-in fan at the end of the rotor shaft 
cools the system. 
 
In contrast, in 2-wheelers and ATVs, most of the alternator 
consists of a permanent magnet rotor driven by engine power 
and a stator coil that outputs AC current. The alternator is 
usually located at the crankcase or gear box. The permanent 
magnet rotor provides simple and robust construction and 
allows for kick-starting the vehicle when the battery is depleted. 
However, because it always generates power whenever the 
rotor is turning, an outside regulator is required. The rectifier 
and regulator are combined into a single R/R system, which is 
located at the front of engine or at the top of the front forks for 
better cooling.

Types of Regulators 

Regulators come in two forms. An open regulator stops the 
current from the alternator by opening a switch in the current 
path. As a result, the alternator does not output any current 
during its “off” state, but it generates a high voltage at the 
switch so the switch must have high voltage blocking capability. 
A shunt regulator diverts the current away from the battery and 
returns it to the alternator.  
 
In shunt regulators, switches do not experience high voltages, 
but because current still flows during the “off” state, the 
current affects the vehicle’s fuel consumption and the R/R 
system’s case temperature. Modern systems usually employ 
open regulators.  
 
A shunt regulator can be a silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR)-
diode or a FET-diode bridge. An open regulator can be an SCR-
diode bridge or all SCR bridge. Because SCR offers the lowest 
voltage drop to provide the lowest power dissipation, newer 
systems employ all SCR bridges for open regulators (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Generic R/R schematic, full silicon-controlled rectifier 
(SCR) bridge, open regualtor 

SCR Consideration and Selection 
 
When choosing components for R/R applications, it’s important 
to consider voltage drop/power dissipation at the SCR, turn-off 
time, blocking voltage and package isolation. 

Power Dissipation (Heat Generation)

Cooling an R/R is a big challenge when designing these 
systems. Heat is generated by power dissipation (PD) from 
the SCR. PD can be effectively lowered by using an oversized 
SCR. For example, for a 3-phase alternator idling at 15AAV, each 
SCR conducts 5AAV. The Littelfuse S4016R Switching Thyristor 
(rated at 10AAV) typically generates PD of 5.5W; in contrast, the 
S4025R Switching Thyristor (rated at 16AAV) generates 5.0W of 
PD, which is 10 percent lower.

When choosing an SCR, it’s important that its package 
effectively dissipate heat from the SCR die to the ambient 
environment. The package’s thermal resistance (RƟJ-C) is a good 
indicator of this capability. 

Turn-off Time

An alternator’s output frequency increases as the engine 
speeds up. Frequency is calculated as f (Hz) = (# of poles) 
x RPM /120. For example, a 9-pole alternator spinning at 
6000rpm generates 450Hz AC output.

An SCR turns off when the principal current from anode to 
cathode reaches zero; this point is known as the zero-crossing 
point. However, an SCR requires a certain time (the quench 
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time or TQ) for minority carriers within it to disappear. When 
voltage is applied from the anode to the cathode before TQ, 
the SCR will turn on again without gate triggering, which will 
cause it to go out of control. TQ is dependent on SCR design 
and junction temperature. In general, the larger the die and the 
higher the junction temperature, the longer the TQ will be. 

At 450Hz, the negative half cycle has 1.1msec from the zero-
crossing point to the beginning of another positive half cycle. 
In the high power systems often seen in high-end ATVs, AC 
frequency sometimes exceeds 1kHz where the half cycle time 
is 500µsec (0.5msec).

Figure 2 indicates the highest allowable case temperatures at 
which various SCRs commutate (that is, reverse the direction of 
the current) under high frequency AC at the same load current 
level. All the devices tested are housed in TO-220AB/TO-
263 packages.

Figure 2: SCR commutation test result (reference only)

S6016R, S6025R and S4040R are standard-gate SCRs and 
have almost identical TQ values, but because of differences in 
PD, the S6040R can commutate at a higher case temperature 
at a given frequency, or at a higher frequency at a given case 
temperature than the S6016R or S6025R. S4040NQ is a 
special SCR designed for R/R applications and has much 
shorter TQ than standard SCRs. It can handle 1kHz AC with a 
case temperature up to 120°C.

Blocking Voltage

In an open regulator, the SCR has to block the open voltage 
of the running alternator. The VDRM rating of the SCR should 
be 20 percent higher than the open voltage of a given 
alternator, which sometimes reaches 300Vpeak. A 400V-rated 
SCR is usually sufficient, but in some types of alternators, 
a 600V-rated SCR is recommended. However, higher VDRM 
usually results in higher PD. 

Package Isolation

An SCR in the low side of a bridge requires isolation between 
its anode and R/R case. In a non-isolated TO-220AB/TO-263 
package, the anode is common to the package heat sink. 
Component-level isolation is one possible isolation option, 
using an isolated package (TO-220L package); board-level 
isolation by isolating the entire board from the case is another 
option. Heat dissipation needs to be considered when selecting 
the appropriate option. Littelfuse offers SCRs in a TO-220L 
internally isolated package with a lead forming option to make 
it surface mountable. However, this lead forming option is not 
available for TO-220 Full-pak isolated packages.

CDI (Capacitor Discharge Ignition) 

 
Gasoline engines use an electrical spark to ignite the fuel–air 
mixture. Older systems use a mechanical contact breaker and 
a combination of a coil and a capacitor to generate high voltage 
pulses for ignition. Modern systems use fully electronic ignition, 
which consists of a capacitor, a semiconductor switch and 
an ignition coil (step-up transformer). This allows the control 
unit to generate ignition spark at optimal timing for better fuel 
consumption and cleaner exhaust.

The typical capacitor discharge ignition (CDI) system for 
a motorcycle uses a high voltage pulse from a supply coil 
attached to the crankshaft to charge the capacitor, as shown 
in Figure 3. C1 is the main capacitor. Some systems take the 
12V DC input from the battery, then up-convert it to 300V to 
charge the capacitor. Capacitor size is usually 0.68–1.5µF. The 
pulse from the sensor coil triggers the SCR, either directly as 
shown in Figure 3 or processed by a microcontroller. The SCR 
discharges the energy in capacitor C1 into the ignition coil. The 
high di/dt pulse produces a high voltage pulse in the secondary 
side of the ignition coil to generate an ignition spark. 

Safe operation area

Sinusoidal AC 400Vpeak, load current, 7.4A
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When driving directly from the sensor coil (as shown in Figure 
3 or when a micro-controller unit (MCU) drives the transistor 
to supply gate current, a standard-gate SCR such as the 
S4010DRP (400V, 10A SCR in D-PAK, IGT 15mA) is used. When 
an MCU directly drives the SCR, a sensitive-gate SCR, such 
as the S4010DS2RP (400V, 10A SCR in D-PAK, IGT 200µA) is 
required. The SCR gate requires careful noise suppression to 
prevent misfiring. For example, the circuit shown in Figure 
3 uses the D5 diode to limit the pulse from the sensor coil 
to positive only, resistor R1 to limit the gate current, and 
resistor R2 and capacitor C2 to suppress the noise going into 
the SCR gate.

Figure 3: Example of Thyristor CDI System (analog)

SCR Consideration and Selection

In CDI applications, firing frequency is in range of 100Hz, which 
is slow enough that TQ is not a critical parameter. A blocking 
voltage (VDRM) of 400V and an IT rating of 10–12ARMS are 
sufficient in most cases with a 1μF capacitor. Package heat sink 
isolation is not required; TO-220AB packages have been used 
in this application, but a D-PAK (TO-252) package, such as the 
S4012DRP, S4010DRP or S4010DS2RP, are is now capable of 
replacing a TO-220AB package of the same IT rating to reduce 
system size. 
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